
Equity/Value Optimization

Brand Fundamentals



• Is the brand desirable enough to induce 

interest/usage?

• How healthy is the brand overall?

• Is the brand in the consideration set?

• What is driving brand equity?

• Is the brand meeting its visibility/awareness 

objectives?

• Is brand usage/ownership on point?

• How strong do the consumer connects 

emotionally with the brand?

• Which media is key for driving interest for 

the brand?

This is an ongoing assessment of vital brand health metrics 

(Key Performance Indicators)…

Brand

Fundamentals



The Brand Architecture Pipe– API’s 

proprietary brand health appraisal tool



Understanding Brand HealthUnderstanding Brand Health

Brand Monogram™ - benchmarks the performance of brand in 

focus against competitors in your Sector, Region and Africa  norms. 

Brand Architecture Pipe™ - Represents the overall 

relationship of customers with brand and explains the Brand 

Equity in the market. With the conversion at each levels, we 

can explain how a brand equity is building and creating a loyal 

customer base.

Brand Key™ - represents a one-number summary of the Brand 

Monogram™ that illustrates the brand elasticity in the market 

regardless of size. 



Represents the overall relationship of 

customers with a brand
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"Do I know if the brand exists?"

My relationships starts with awareness

“Is it a brand for me?"

At first am cautious – is brand really desirable?

“how was your first contact with the brand?"

Assuming my your initial experience goes well, what next?

“Is the experience worthwhile or  I should keep my options open."

You see more and more of each other, a strong liking is developing

“Can it become my exclusive brand?"

The relationship and love score  are now very strong



Represents the overall relationship of 

customers with a brand
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Customers that 

gets into the 

Leadership level in 

the BAPTM  are 

more likely to 

buy/use it ten times 

more than those 

who are simply 

aware of the brand 

name.
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Visibility (5%)

Penetration (10%)

Performance (20%)

Connection (25%)

Leaderhip (40%)
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BEI

Spontaneous aware, Experience/trial,  

Aware of brand promise (endorsements: cost 

more, better performance, meets my needs, 

popular, appealing etc)

Media weight, Distribution 

channels, Demographic Targeting 

Creative Impact, Building Trial

Meets my needs; Do not have a reason not to buy 

have tried the brand & rejected on performance 

(appeals less, doesn’t suit) but not on price  (NOT 

too cheap, cost too much) 

Pricing, Make Benefits seem 

Relevant, Change 

Communications Style 

NOT Reject - Perceived Delivery 

– e.g. Service, Facilities, 

experience

Real or Perceived
Reformulate/Reposition
Recognize Limitations

Believed to have at least one 

or more advantages over 

others in the category

Change Benefits Priority
Tell More People of the Benefits

Improve Communications
Establish Emotional Advantage

Delivers Upto 40% SOW

High share of endorsements on the 

important advantages + Meets needs

Ensure Advantages are Unique, Focus on 
More Important Advantages,  Make Benefits

seem more Important

Recommended 

actions


